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Abstract

In a full-duplex bi-directional interference network with 2K transceivers, there are K communication pairs: each user transmits a message to and receives a message from one intended user and interferes with and experiences interference from all other users. All nodes may interact, or adapt inputs to past received signals, and may thus cooperate with each other. We derive a new outer bound, and use interference alignment to demonstrate that the optimal degrees of freedom (DoF, also known as the multiplexing gain) is K: full-duplex operation doubles the DoF, but interaction and cooperation does not further increase the DoF. We next characterize the DoF of a full-duplex bi-directional interference network with a MIMO, full-duplex relay. If the relay is non-causal/instantaneous (at time k forwards a function of its received signals up to time k) and has 2K antennas, we demonstrate a one-shot scheme where the relay mitigates all interference to achieve the interference-free 2K DoF. In contrast, if the relay is causal (at time k forwards a function of its received signals up to time k − 1), we show that a full-duplex MIMO relay cannot increase the DoF of the full-duplex bi-directional interference network beyond K, as if no relay or interaction is present.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In wireless communications, current two-way systems often employ either time or frequency division to achieve two-way or bidirectional communication. This restriction is due to a combination of hardware and implementation imperfections and effectively orthogonalizes the two directions, rendering the bidirectional channel equivalent to two one-way communication systems. However, earlier work [3], [4] as well as recently much progress has been made on the design of full-duplex wireless systems [5]–[8], which show great promise for increasing data rates in future wireless technologies. The next generation mobile networks (NGMN) Alliance has defined 5G network requirements which include data rates of several tens of Mb/s for tens of thousands of users, which might be achieved through densification of networks and the usage of massive amounts of antennas, among other technologies. In this work we seek to understand the potential of full duplex systems, with and without multi-antennas relays, in wireless environments with possibly significant amounts of interference (motivated by for example extreme densification of networks). We do so from a multi-user information theoretic perspective by obtaining the degrees of freedom of several full-duplex bi-directional networks with and without relays.

Full-duplex operation enables true two-way communications over the practically relevant Gaussian noise channels. We currently understand the theoretical limits of a point-to-point, full-duplex Gaussian two-way channel where two users wish to exchange messages over in-band Gaussian channels in each direction: the capacity region is equal to two independent Gaussian noise channels operating in parallel [9]. Full duplex operation thus roughly doubles the capacity of this simple two-way network.

To extend our understanding of the impact of full-duplex operation to two-way networks with interference, the two-way interference channel (TWIC) has been studied in [10]–[13], in which there are 4 independent messages: two-messages to be transmitted over an interference channel (IC) in the → direction simultaneously with two-messages to be transmitted over an in-band IC in the ← direction. In wireless communications, the TWIC has been used in [14] to model an inter-cell interference scenario where a base station in one cell suffers interference signal from a user in an adjacent cell and vice versa. In our information theoretic model, all 4 nodes in the network act as both sources and destinations of messages. This allows for interaction between the nodes: a node’s channel inputs may be functions of its message and previously received signals.
The capacity region of the point-to-point two-way channel is still open in general, though we know the capacity for the Gaussian channel. Similarly, the capacity region of the one-way IC is still open, though we know its capacity to within a constant gap for the Gaussian noise channel [15]. In general then, finding the full capacity region of the full-duplex TWIC is a difficult task, though progress has been made for several classes of deterministic channel models [11], and capacity is known to within a constant gap in certain parameter regimes and adaptation constraints [11], [12], [16].

The degrees of freedom (DoF) [17] of a network provide an approximate capacity characterization that intuitively corresponds to the number of independent interference-free signals that can be communicated at high signal to noise ratios (SNR). The DoF have been of significant recent interest in one-way interference networks [18], [19]. Here, we seek to extend our understanding of the DoF to two-way networks, whose study is motivated by the fact that full-duplex operation is becoming practically realizable. Some progress has already been made: the DoF of the full-duplex TWIC has been shown to be 2 [10], [12]. This is interesting, because the capacity of any network with interaction at nodes is no smaller than that of the same network where interaction is not possible (interaction can mimic non-interaction). However, that the TWIC with interaction has only 2 DoF demonstrates that interaction between users does not increase the DoF of the two-way IC beyond the doubling that full-duplex operation provides. We ask whether the same is true for the more general, full-duplex bi-directional interference network with and without a MIMO relay node.

A. Contributions

In this work, we first propose and study a natural extension and generalization of the (2-pair-user) two-way interference channel (TWIC): the (K-pair-user) full-duplex interference network, i.e., there are 2K messages and 2K users forming a K-user IC (K messages) in the forward direction and another K-user IC in the backward direction (K messages). All 2K users interfere with, or alternatively may cooperate with, one another. We consider this 2K node network with and without the presence of a MIMO relay. All nodes may employ interaction – i.e. signals may be a function of previously received outputs. Compared to the 2-pair-user IC, the nodes in the K-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network experience interference from significantly more users: due to the adaptation and cooperation involved, all users see a
combination of the signals of all other $2K - 1$ users in addition to seeing self-interference (SI) signals, which are transmitted by the user itself or received via other signals due to adaptation. Canceling SI is one of the main challenges in real full-duplex wireless systems. However, in this theoretical work for the Gaussian channels involved, the self-interference is known to the receiver and as such, theoretically, it can be subtracted off. We then explore the limits of communication under the assumption that this self-interference may be removed. Our main results are:

1) We first show that the sum degrees of freedom of the $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network is $K$, i.e. $K/2$ in each direction, for both time-varying and (almost all) constant channel coefficients. In other words, each user still gets half a DoF and neither interaction nor cooperation between users – even though our outer bound permits it – increases the sum DoF. Intuitively this is because all the links in the network have similar strengths in the DoF sense, so that a user cannot “route” other users’ desired signals through cross or direct links since they are occupied by its own data signals. In addition, coherent power gains which may be the result of adaptation and the ability of nodes to correlate their channel inputs, do not affect the DoF (i.e. coherent power gains for Gaussian channels lead to additive power gains inside the logarithm rather pre-log, or DoF/multiplexing gains). The contribution lies in the outer bound – which is valid for nodes which may adapt and does not immediately follow from known two-user interference channel results – and applying interference alignment originally derived for the one-way $K$-user IC as a new achievability scheme. Full-duplex operation is thus seen to double the DoF, but interaction and cooperation is not able to increase the DoF beyond this.

2) We next consider the full-duplex bi-directional interference network with an additional, multi-antenna, full-duplex relay node that seeks to aid the communication of the $K$-pair users. We ask whether the presence of such a relay node may increase the DoF. Interestingly, we show that while the DoF of the $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network is $K$ – indicating that interference is present and somewhat limits rates – that the presence of an instantaneous MIMO relay with $2K$ antennas may increase the DoF to the maximal value of $2K$, i.e. each user in the network is able to communicate with its desired user in a completely interference-free (in the DoF sense) environment. The key assumption needed is for the relay to be non-causal or instantaneous – meaning that at time $k$ it may forward a signal based on the received up to and including time $k$. We see that full-duplex operation combined with instantaneous / non-causal relaying with multiple antennas may in this case quadruple the DoF.
over the one-way $K$-user IC.

3) Finally, we show a result which is in sharp contrast to the previous point: if the relay is now causal instead of non-causal, meaning that at time $k$ it may only forward a signal which depends on the received signals up to and including time $k - 1$, then we derive a novel outer bound which shows that the DoF of the $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network with a causal MIMO relay is $K$ (regardless of the number of antennas at the relay). This is the same as that achieved without a relay, and without interaction. In summary, full-duplex operation again doubles the DoF, but a causal, full duplex relay is unable to increase the DoF beyond that.

B. Related Work

The degrees of freedom of a variety of one-way communication networks have been characterized [19]–[23], a complete survey of this large area is beyond the scope of this work. However, much less is known about the DoF of two-way communications. Recently, [24] considered a half-duplex two-pair two-way interference channel where nodes other than the relay may not employ interaction and hence are much more restricted than the nodes here (i.e. transmit signals are functions of the messages only and not past outputs). When the relay has 2 antennas, they showed that $4/3$ DoF are achievable. No converse results where provided. The authors in [25] studied the DoF of a $K$-pair-user network where pairs of users exchange messages with the help of a MIMO causal relay. All nodes operate in half-duplex mode and there is no direct link between the users. For this setting the full $2K$ DoF may be achieved when the relay has at least $2K$ antennas. In [26], the authors identified the DoF of the full-duplex 2-pair and 3-pair two-way multi-antenna relay MIMO interference channel, in which again there is no interference between users who only communicate through the relay (no direct links). We consider direct links between all users in the full-duplex bi-directional interference network, as well as links between all users and the relay. We also note that the general results of [19], which state that relays, noisy cooperation, perfect feedback and full-duplex operation does not increase the DoF of one-way networks, do not apply, as we consider nodes which are both sources and destinations of messages (two-way rather than one-way). In contrast, work such as [27] on the DoF of two-user wireless networks with instantaneous relays show that when relays are instantaneous rather than causal, DoF gains are to be had. Multi-way relays channels, where clusters of users each wish to exchange messages through the help of a relay have been considered for fairly general
classes of channels in [28]–[30]. The framework in [28], [29] would be able to capture our channel (with relay) as a special case if direct links between channels existed; however users are only able to exchange messages through the relays. Of interest in these schemes is the usage of lattice coding and network-coding based schemes, which have also been used in [31]–[33] to characterize achievable DoF.

The $K$-user interference channel, as an extension of the 2-user interference channel, information theoretically models wireless communications in networks involving more than two pairs of users. Using the idea of interference alignment [18], [34], [35], the DoF of the $K$-user (one-way) IC for both time-varying channels and (almost all)\textsuperscript{1} constant channels has been shown to be $K/2$ in [18] and [36] respectively. The generalized DoF of the $K$-user IC without and with feedback have been characterized in [37] and [38] (full feedback from receiver $i$ to transmitter $i$) respectively. Authors in [39] showed that for almost all constant channel coefficients of fully connected two-hop wireless networks with $K$ sources, $K$ relays and $K$ destinations (source nodes are not destination nodes as they are here, i.e. the network is one-way), the DoF is $K$.

We note that our work differs from prior work in that we consider an interactive, full-duplex Gaussian $K$-pair-user bi-directional interference network for the first time, with and without a relay (which may be either non-causal or causal), and obtain not only sum-rate achievability but also converse DoF results for all three general channel models considered. We emphasize that we seek information theoretic DoF results, which act as benchmarks / upper bounds on the performance of practical systems.

C. Outline

We present the system model for the $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network with and without a relay in Section II. We derive a new outer bound to show that $K$ DoF is optimal for the Gaussian $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network in Section III; achievability follows from interference alignment for the non-adaptive one-way $K$-user IC. Then we proceed to consider the $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network with an instantaneous MIMO relay in Section IV, where we show that the maximum $2K$ DoF may be achieved with the help of an instantaneous MIMO relay with at least $2K$ antennas. We

\textsuperscript{1}The precise definition of “almost all” may be found in [36].
demonstrate a one-shot achievability scheme. We comment on the possibility of reducing the number of antennas at the instantaneous relay node. In Section V we then show that if the relay is causal rather than non-causal, that, for the $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network, the presence of a full-duplex, multi-antenna relay cannot increase the DoF beyond $K$ (which is achievable without relays and without interaction, but requires full-duplex operation). This is done by developing a new outer bound which allows for interaction and causal relaying. We conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We describe the $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network without and with a relay in this section.

A. $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network

We consider a $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network as shown in Fig. 1, where there are $2K$ messages and $2K$ terminals which are all connected to one another. Each of $K$ pairs of users wishes to exchange messages in a bi-directional fashion, while interfering with and experiencing interference from all other pairs in the network. This resembles a $K$-user interference channel (IC) in the $\rightarrow$ direction ($K$ messages) and another $K$-user IC in the $\leftarrow$ direction ($K$ messages), where terminals on the same side are connected to each other. All nodes are able to operate in full-duplex mode, i.e. they can transmit and receive signals simultaneously.

At each time slot $k$, the system input/output relationships are described as:

$$Y_j[k] = \sum_{i=1, i \neq j}^{2K} h_{ij}[k]X_i[k] + Z_j[k],$$

where $X_i[k], Y_j[k], i, j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, 2K\}$ are the inputs and outputs of user $i, j$ at time slot $k$, and $h_{ij}[k], i, j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, 2K\}$ is the channel coefficient from node $i$ to node $j$ at time slot $k$. The network is subject to complex Gaussian noise $Z_j[k] \sim \mathcal{CN}(0, 1), j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, 2K\}$ which are

Note that if user $i$ is transmitting, we have already assumed that its own "self-interference" signal has been ideally subtracted off its received signal, and is hence not present in the above description of channel inputs and outputs. This idealization will of course form an upper bound on what is possible if full self-interference cancellation is not possible, which is outside the scope of this paper and is an interesting topic for future work.
Fig. 1: $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference networks. $M_{ij}$ denotes the message known at node $i$ and desired at node $j$ of rate $R_{ij}$; $\hat{M}_{ij}$ denotes that $j$ would like to decode the message $M_{ij}$ from node $i$.

independent across users and time slots. We consider time-varying channel coefficients, which for each channel use are all drawn from a continuous distribution (which need not be the same for all channel gains and time instances, as long as they are continuous) and whose absolute values are bounded between a nonzero minimum value and a finite maximum value$^3$. Note one can also alternatively consider a frequency selective rather than time-varying system model.

We further assume per user, per symbol power constraints $E[|X_i[k]|^2] \leq P$, $i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, 2K\}$, $k \in \{1, 2, \cdots n\}$, for block length $n$.$^4$ User $2i-1$ and $2i$ wish to exchange messages for $i = 1, 2, \cdots K$ (user 1 sends to 2, 2 to 1,..., 2$K-1$ to 2$K$, 2$K$ to 2$K-1$) with interactive encoding functions

$$X_i[k] = f(M_{ij}, Y_i^{k-1}), \quad k = 1, 2, \cdots n$$

at rate $R_{i,j} = \frac{\log_2 |M_{ij}|}{n}$, where $Y_i^{k-1}$ denotes the vector $(Y_i[1], \cdots Y_i[k-1])$ from time slot, or channel use 1 to $k-1$ received at user $i$, and $n$ denotes the total number of channel uses.

$^3$The non-zero minimum ensures that the network is fully connected; if certain links are zero/missing DoF results can change dramatically. The finite maximum, besides being realistic practically, also ensures that when we let SNR go to infinity, that all links grow at the same rate, as in the DoF definition.

$^4$In our outer bound in Theorem 1, several of the terms may be extended to per user average power constraints, but we leave the per symbol power constraints for simplicity in this initial study, as is often done in degree of freedom results.
(the blocklength). In other words, all users in this network can adapt current channel inputs to previously received channel outputs. The nodes $2i - 1$ and $2i$ have decoding functions which map $(Y_{2i-1}^n, M_{2i-1,2i})$ to an estimate of $M_{2i,2i-1}$ and $(Y_{2i}^n, M_{2i,2i-1})$ to $M_{2i-1,2i}$, respectively. A rate tuple $(R_{i,i+1}(P), R_{i+1,i}(P))_{i \in \{1,3,\ldots,2K-1\}}$, where we use the argument $P$ simply to remind the reader that this rate is indeed a function of the power constraint $P$, is said to be achievable if there exist a set of interactive encoders and decoders such that the desired messages can be estimated with arbitrarily small probability of error when the number of channel uses $n$ tends to infinity. The sum DoF characterizes the sum capacity of this Gaussian channel at high SNR and is defined as the maximum over all achievable $(R_{i,i+1}(P), R_{i+1,i}(P))_{i \in \{1,3,\ldots,2K-1\}}$ of

$$d_{\text{sum}} = \sum_{i=1,3,\ldots,2K-1} (d_{i,i+1} + d_{i+1,i})$$

$$= \limsup_{P \to \infty} \frac{\sum_{i=1,3,\ldots,2K-1}(R_{i,i+1}(P) + R_{i+1,i}(P))}{\log(P)}.$$  

Notice the implicit definitions of the DoF of the link from user $i$ to user $i + 1$, $d_{i,i+1}$ and the reverse $d_{i+1,i}$.

B. $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network with a MIMO relay

We consider a $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network with a MIMO relay as shown in Fig. 2. All the system settings are the same as in the previous section except there is a MIMO relay which helps in communicating messages and managing interference in the network. As before, all nodes including the relay are able to operate in full-duplex mode, or transmit and receive at the same time over the same channel, and perfectly cancel out their self-interference.

The relay is assumed to have $M$ antennas and to operate either in a non-causal or “instantaneous” fashion, or in a causal fashion. By “instantaneous” (non causal, relay-without-delay [40]) we refer to its ability to decode and forward signals received at the previous and current (but no future) time slots. We note that this requirement is significantly less strict than a cognitive relay, which would know all users’ signals prior to transmission and does not obtain the messages over the air. We will comment more on the usage / impact of a cognitive relay in Section IV-B. Here messages are obtained over the air; the only idealization is the non causality or access to received signals from the current time slot. An alternative motivation for this type of instantaneous relay
Fig. 2: $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference networks with a MIMO relay. $M_{ij}$ denotes the message known at node $i$ and desired at node $j$; $\hat{M}_{ij}$ denotes that $j$ would like to decode the message $M_{ij}$ from node $i$.

may be found in [27]. Mathematically, we may describe non causal and causal relaying functions, for each $k = 1, 2, \cdots, n$, as

\textbf{Non-causal / instantaneous relaying:}

$$X_R[k] = g_k(Y_R[1], Y_R[2], \ldots, Y_R[k])$$

\textbf{Causal relaying:}

$$X_R[k] = g_k(Y_R[1], Y_R[2], \cdots, Y_R[k-1]),$$

where $X_R[k]$ is a $M \times 1$ ($M$ antennas) vector signal transmitted by the relay at time slot $k$; $g_k()$ is a deterministic function; and $Y_R[l], l \in \{1, 2, \ldots, k\}$ is the $M \times 1$ vector of signals received at the relay at time slot $l$. The relay is subject to per symbol transmit power constraints over all antennas $E[||X_R[k]||_2^2] \leq P_R, \forall k \in \{1, 2, \cdots, n\}$, and global channel state information knowledge
is assumed at all nodes. At each time slot $k$, the system input/output relationships are:

$$Y_j[k] = \sum_{i=1, i \neq j}^{2K} h_{ij}[k]X_i[k] + h_{Rj}^*[k]X_R[k] + Z_j[k],$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

$$Y_R[k] = \sum_{i=1}^{2K} h_{iR}[k]X_i[k] + Z_R[k]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where we use the same notation as in (1). In addition, $h_{ij}[k], i, j \in \{1, 2, ..., 2K, R\}$ is the $M \times 1$-dimensional channel coefficient vector from node $i$ to node $j$ at time slot $k$ ($i$ or $j$ must be the relay node $R$), and $Z_R[k] \sim CN(0, I)$ is the complex Gaussian noise vector at the relay. The terms in bold represent vectors (due to the MIMO relay). We use $^*$ to denote conjugate transpose and $^T$ to denote transpose.

C. Types of signals

Let $s_{ij}$ denote the independent information symbols (signals) from transmitter $i$ to receiver $j$; these are real numbers which will be combined into the signals $X_i[k]$ transmitted by node $i$ at channel use $k$. The received signal at any given node may be broken down into three types of signals:

- the self-interference signal (SI, sent by itself, known to itself);
- the interference signal (sent by the undesired user(s));
- the desired signal (sent by the desired user), respectively.

For example, at receiver 1, $s_{12}$ is a self-interference signal (SI); $s_{34}, s_{43}, \cdots, s_{2K-1,2K}, s_{2K,2K-1}$ are the interference signals; $s_{21}$ is the desired signal. Note we have already removed self-interference signals from the input/output equations (1)-(2), but SI terms may still be transmitted by the relay (or other users due to adaptation) and hence received.

III. DoF of Full-Duplex Bi-Directional Interference Networks

In this section we show that the degrees of freedom of the $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference networks is $K$, i.e. $K/2$ in each direction (the DoF of a one-way $K$-user IC is $K/2$ [18]), for both time-varying and (almost all) constant channel coefficients. In other words, each user still gets 1/2 DoF. The main result of this section is stated in the following theorem:
Theorem 1. The $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network has $K$ degrees of freedom.

Proof:

1) Achievability: That $1/2$ DoF can be achieved for each transmitter-receiver pair in this network may be seen as follows: our $K$-pair two-way fully connected interference channel may be viewed as a $2K$ user interference channel where each user interferes with all the others (i.e. each receiver sees $2K - 1$ interfering terms). We may propose an achievability scheme which ignores the ability of nodes to adapt current channel inputs based on past channel outputs, and simply uses the well known interference alignment scheme [18] to, at each decoder, align all the interference other than the self-interference into half of the interference subspace. When the original network is time-varying, i.e., $h_{ij}, i \neq j$ are drawn i.i.d. from a continuous distribution, the achievability follows the scheme in [18], which achieves $1/2$ DoF per user asymptotically by symbol extension. The key condition that needs to be satisfied for the application of this scheme is the independence between direct links and interfering links, which is true. On the other hand, when the original network is constant, i.e., $h_{ij}, i \neq j$ are arbitrary non-zero constants, $1/2$ DoF per transmitter-receiver pair can be achieved by the real alignment scheme [36].

2) Converse: Now we prove the converse, which is valid for both time-varying and constant channel gains. The outer bound may be thought of as a MAC-type bound\footnote{By MAC-type bound we mean only in the DoF sense, where the side-information provided effectively turns the channel into a two-user MAC channel once the noise may be ignored.} often used in one-way interference channels [41], one-way interference channels with generalized feedback [42], two-way interference channels [11], and $K$-user interference channels [43]. In particular, we look at a particular pair of transmitters and corresponding receivers and provide them with all other non-desired messages. For these two users, we then further provide an asymmetric form of side information of the form provided in one of the sum-rates for one-way interference channels [41], which has been extended to two-way interference channels as well as $K$-user (one-way) interference channels [43] and interference with generalized feedback [42]. We want to remind the reader that all nodes may employ adaptation / interaction and form inputs based on previously received outputs, and that this must hence be allowed in the converse. Hence, our side-information structure is slightly more involved and consists of a larger number of messages,
output and noise terms.

Let $M_A$ denote all the messages except $M_{12}, M_{34}$, and let $Y_{(3,...,2K)\setminus 4}$ denote all outputs except $Y_1, Y_2, Y_4$. Inputs $X_{(3,...,2K)\setminus 4}$ and noise term $Z_{(3,...,2K)\setminus 4}$ are defined in a similar fashion. $h_{1(3,...,2K)\setminus 4}$ denotes the channel gains from user 1 to all the other users except user 2 and 4. We start by bounding the sum of a pair of rates:

$$n(R_{12} + R_{34} - \epsilon)$$

$$\leq I(M_{34}; Y_4^n | M_A) + I(M_{12}; Y_2^n, Y_4^n, Y_{(3,...,2K)\setminus 4}^n | M_{34}, M_A)$$

$$= H(Y_4^n | M_A) - H(Y_4^n | M_{34}, M_A)$$

$$+ H(Y_2^n, Y_4^n, Y_{(3,...,2K)\setminus 4}^n | M_{34}, M_A) - H(Y_2^n, Y_4^n, Y_{(3,...,2K)\setminus 4}^n | M_{12}, M_{34}, M_A)$$

$$= H(Y_4^n | M_A) + H(Y_2^n, Y_{(3,...,2K)\setminus 4}^n | Y_4^n, M_{34}, M_A)$$

$$- H(Y_2^n, Y_4^n, Y_{(3,...,2K)\setminus 4}^n | M_{12}, M_{34}, M_A)$$

(4)

where (a) follows as all messages are independent of each other, and we add side information $Y_4^n, Y_{(3,...,2K)\setminus 4}^n$ to receiver 2. Now we bound the three terms above respectively. We start with the first term:

$$H(Y_4^n | M_A) \leq H(Y_4^n) \leq n(\log(P) + o(\log(P)))$$

(5)

where in (b) we have used the fact that Gaussians maximize entropy subject to power constraints (which we recall are $P$ at each user and time slot). Due to adaptation, the inputs $X_i, i \in \{1, 2, ..., 2K\}, i \neq 4$ may be correlated, but even if all users are fully correlated and all the transmitters meet the power constraint $P$, $H(Y_4^n) \leq n(\log P + o(\log P))$ as correlation only induces a power gain inside the logarithm for a single antenna receiver.\textsuperscript{6} Here $f(x) = o(\phi(x))$ denotes the Landau little-O notation, i.e. that $\lim_{x \to \infty} \frac{f(x)}{\phi(x)} = 0$.

\textsuperscript{6}We note that a bound of $n \log(P) + o(\log(P))$ may also be shown to hold for average rather than per symbol power constraints of $P$ at each transmitter using Jensen’s inequality and using that $2\sqrt{P_i P_j} \leq P_i + P_j$. 
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The second term can be bounded as follows:

$$H(Y^n_2, Y^n_4, Y^n_{(3,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}|Y^n_4, M_{34}, M_A)$$

$$= \sum_{k=1}^{n} [H(Y_2[k], Y_{(3,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}[k]|Y^{k-1}_2, Y^{k-1}_{(3,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}, Y^n_4, M_{34}, M_A, X^n_2, X^n_{(3,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}, X^n_4]$$

$$(c) \leq \sum_{k=1}^{n} [H(h_{12}[k]X_1[k] + Z_2[k], h_{1}(3,\ldots,2K)\setminus4[k]X_1[k] + Z_{(3,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}[k]|h_{14}[k]X_1[k] + Z_4[k])]$$

$$(d) \leq \sum_{k=1}^{n} \left[ \log 2\pi e \left( 1 + \frac{h^2_{12}[k]P}{1 + h^2_{14}[k]P} \right) + \log 2\pi e \left( 1 + \frac{h^2_{1(3,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}[k]P}{1 + h^2_{14}[k]P} \right) \right]$$

$$= n\left(o(\log(P))\right)$$

where in step (c) the term $h_{14}[k]X_1[k] + Z_4[k]$ in the conditioning is decoded from $Y^n_4$, and then we use conditioning reduces entropy. For simplicity, we use the expression $h_{1}(3,\ldots,2K)\setminus4[k]X_1[k] + Z_{(3,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}[k]$ to denote multiple terms $h_{13}[k]X_1[k] + Z_3[k], h_{15}[k]X_1[k] + Z_5[k], …$, which is also used in step (d), which follows since Gaussians maximize conditional entropies, as in for example [19, Equation (30)].

Finally, the negative third term can be lower bounded as follows:

$$H(Y^n_2, Y^n_4, Y^n_{(3,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}|M_{12}, M_{34}, M_A)$$

$$\geq H(Y^n_2, Y^n_4, Y^n_{(3,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}|M_{12}, M_{34}, M_A, X^n_1, X^n_2, \ldots, X^n_{2K})$$

$$= H(Z^n_2, Z^n_4, Z^n_{(3,\ldots,2K)\setminus4})$$

$$= n\log(2\pi e)^{2K-1}$$

$$= n(O(1)),$$

where $f(x) = O(\phi(x))$ denotes that $|f(x)| < A\phi(x)$ for some constant $A$ and all values of $x$. Now combining everything, and taking the limit,

$$d_{12} + d_{34} \leq \limsup_{P \to \infty} \frac{R_{12} + R_{34}}{\log(P)} = 1 + 0 + 0 = 1$$

$$= 1$$

From the above we see that the DoF per pair of users transmitting in the same direction is 1. Summing over all rate pairs leads to the theorem.

**Remark 1.** In the derived outer bound we considered interaction between users, i.e. $X_i[k] = f(M_{ij}, Y_{i}^{k-1})$. However, as we showed, this does not help a user to achieve more than 1/2 DoF.
This may be intuitively explained as follows: 1) the DoF measures the number of clean information streams that may be transmitted at high SNR when the desired signals and interference signals are received roughly “at the same level” (SNR and INR scale to infinity at the same rate). In this case, rates cannot be improved by having users send messages of other users to re-route the message (i.e. message from user 1 to 2 could go via another user rather than the direct link) as all links are equally strong. One would thus need to tradeoff one’s own rate to relay another user’s rate given the symmetry in the channels. 2) Adaptation allows for the correlation of messages at transmitters. In Gaussian channels, such correlation may be translated into coherent power gains inside the logarithm. The DoF metric is insensitive to coherent power gains as it measures pre-logarithm gains, not constant power factor gains inside the logarithm.

Remark 2. Note if $K$ is an odd number, we can sum over the rate pairs on the same side of the network in a cyclic way and then divide by 2 to prove the converse. Let’s take $K = 3$ as an example. In this case, we can prove $d_{12} + d_{34} \leq 1$, $d_{12} + d_{56} \leq 1$ and $d_{34} + d_{56} \leq 1$ by following the same steps in proving (10). Then we sum over these pairs and divide by 2 we have $[2(d_{12} + d_{43} + d_{56})]/2 \leq 3/2$. Similarly for the opposite direction, and thus $d_{\text{sum}} \leq 3$.

IV. DoF of FULL-DUPLEX BI-DIRECTIONAL INTERFERENCE NETWORKS WITH AN INSTANTANEOUS MIMO RELAY

In this section, we obtain the DoF of the $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network with an instantaneous MIMO relay with $M = 2K$ antennas in the system model described in Section II-B. We then make a number of comments on how to reduce the number of antennas at the relay, at the expense of for example diminished achievable degrees of freedom, or requiring partial cognition of the messages at the relay.

A. DoF of $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network with an instantaneous $2K$-antenna Relay

We show our second main result: that the maximum $2K$ DoF of the $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network with an instantaneous $2K$-antenna relay is achievable.

Theorem 2. The $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference networks with an instantaneous $2K$-antenna relay has $2K$ degrees of freedom.
Proof:

1) Converse: The converse is trivial since for a $2K$-user, $2K$ message unicast network where all sources and destinations have a single antenna, the maximum degrees of freedom cannot exceed $2K$ by cut-set arguments, even with adaptation/interaction at all nodes.

2) Achievability: We propose a simple “one-shot” scheme. We consider the Gaussian channel model at high SNR, and hence noise terms are ignored from now on.

The $2K$ users each transmit a symbol $s_{ij}$ (from user $i$ to user $j$) and the relay receives:

$$Y_R = \sum_{i=1}^{2K} h_{iR} s_{ij}, \text{ for the appropriate } j \text{ values, see Fig. 2.}$$

The $2K$-antenna relay (with global CSI) decodes all $2K$ symbols using a zero-forcing decoder [44], and due to the instantaneous property, transmits the following signal in the same time slot:

$$X_R = \sum_{i=1}^{2K} u_{ij} s_{ij}$$

where $u_{ij}$ denote the $2K \times 1$ beamforming vectors carrying signals from user $i$ to intended user $j$. Now at receiver 1 (for example),

$$Y_1 = \sum_{i=2}^{2K} h_{i1} s_{ij} + h_{R1}^* X_R, \text{ for the appropriate } j \text{ values.} \tag{11}$$

At receiver 1, the interference signals received from the relay are used to neutralize the interference signals received from the transmitters. To do this, we design the beamforming vectors to satisfy:

$$h_{i1} + h_{R1}^* u_{ij} = 0, \quad i = 3, 4, ..., 2K, \text{ for the appropriate } j \text{ values.} \tag{12}$$

The $2K \times 1$ beamforming vectors satisfying the needed constraints always exist, by a dimensionality argument, along with the random channel coefficients. To see this, take $u_{34}$ as an example. We wish to construct $u_{34}$ such that the following conditions are satisfied:

$$h_{3j} + h_{R3}^{u}_{34} = 0, \quad j = 1, 2, ..., 2K \text{ except } 3, 4. \tag{13}$$

The $2K$ dimensional beamforming vector $u_{34}$ has $2K$ free parameters, which are reduced to 2 in order to satisfy the $2K - 2$ conditions in (13). That is, $2K - (2K - 2) = 2$. Thus, let $a, b$
be two scalars, let $A, B$ be $1 \times 2K$ vectors such that the matrix below is invertible, then the following choice of beam forming vector (for example) will satisfy all conditions:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
    h_{R1}^* & -h_{31} \\
    h_{R2}^* & -h_{32} \\
    h_{R5}^* & -h_{35} \\
    h_{R0}^* & -h_{36} \\
    \vdots & \vdots \\
    h_{R:2K}^* & -h_{3,2K} \\
    A & a \\
    B & b
\end{bmatrix}^{-1}
$$

Note that all the beam forming vectors must also be chosen to satisfy the relay power constraint $P_R$, but that we have sufficient degrees of freedom (choices of $a, b$) to ensure this, and that this will not affect the DoF in either case, as we will let $P_R \to \infty$.

Still at receiver 1, once the interference signals have been neutralized and the self-interference (SI) signal $s_{12}$ has been subtracted off, the received signal in (11) becomes

$$
Y_1 - SI = h_{21}s_{21} + h_{R1}^*u_{21}s_{21}, \tag{15}
$$

from which the desired signal $s_{21}$ can be easily decoded as long as $h_{21} \neq -h_{R1}^*u_{21}$, which we may guarantee by proper scaling of $u_{21}$. Similar decoding is performed at all other receivers.

**Remark 3.** To achieve $2K$ DoF we have assumed full duplex operation. If instead all nodes operate in half-duplex mode, it is trivial to achieve half the full-duplex DoF, i.e. to achieve $K$ DoF. To do so, in the first time slot, all $2K$ users transmit a message, and the $2K$-antenna relay listens and decodes all $2K$ messages using a zero-forcing decoder. At time slot 2, the relay broadcasts a signal and all users listen. By careful choice of beamforming vectors as in (14), for example, each receiver receives only their desired message in this time slot. Therefore $2K$ desired messages are obtained in 2 time slots, i.e. $K$ DoF is achievable. Note however that in the half-duplex setting, the relay is causal rather than non-causal or instantaneous.

**Remark 4.** We have shown in the previous section that the DoF of the $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference networks is $K$; Theorem 2 implies that the addition of an instantaneous $2K$-antenna relay can increase the DoF of the $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference networks.
networks to $2K$ – it essentially cancels out all interference at all nodes simultaneously. Note this DoF increase is due to non-causal relaying rather than interaction between users.

B. Comments on reducing the number of antennas at the instantaneous relay

We now investigate the achievable DoF using a reduced number of antennas at the instantaneous relay. For simplicity, we first consider the (2-pair-user) full-duplex bi-directional interference networks with an instantaneous 3-antenna relay (the general $K$-pair-user networks with a $(2K-1)$-antenna relay is a simple extension of this case), for which we propose another linear one-shot strategy to achieve 3 DoF. Whether this is the optimal achievable DoF is still open, i.e. unlike in all other sections so far, we have not obtained a converse (whether anything between 3 and the maximal 4 DoF is achievable is left open).

**Theorem 3.** For the (2-pair-user) full-duplex bi-directional interference networks with an instantaneous 3-antenna relay, 3 degrees of freedom are achievable.

**Proof:** The proof of this theorem is similar to the “one-shot” scheme in the previous section and is thus omitted here.

If we further 1) restrict the relay to be linear, i.e. to be of the form

$$X_R[k] = AY^k_R,$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where $A$ is a $3 \times 3k$ matrix (3-antenna), and 2) we prohibit time extension i.e. limit the block length to $n = 1$, then we can show that 3 DoF is the maximal achievable as well, i.e. the DoF under these restrictions is exactly 3.

**Theorem 4.** For the (2-pair-user) full-duplex bi-directional interference networks with an instantaneous 3-antenna relay which is constrained to using a one-shot (no symbol extensions) linear beamforming scheme, the DoF is 3.

**Proof:** The channel model of Theorem 3 is shown in Fig.3(a), and we recall that for $i = 1, 2, 3, 4$ and proper $j$,

$$X_i[k] = f(M_{ij}, Y^{k-1}_i), \quad k = 1, 2, \ldots n.$$
For the instantaneous 3-antenna relay with linear relaying, we have
\[ X_R[k] = g_k(Y^k_R) = AY^k_R, \] (17)
where \( A \) is a \( 3 \times 3k \) matrix.

We now perform two transformations which do not affect the DoF of the network, followed by a third which may enlarge the DoF. The original and sequence of transformed networks is shown in Fig. 3. In the first, we represent the two-pair-user bi-directional interference network with an instantaneous relay as a four-user one-way interference channel with an instantaneous relay and causal interference feedback (in black), shown in Fig. 3(b). Note here the feedback (in black) is from the undesired receiver, which is different from the more commonly used feedback from the desired receiver. Also note that the self-interference from the original transmitters has been subtracted off at each receiver (e.g. no link in Fig. 3(b) from Tx 2 to Rx 2), but it can still observe self-interference from the instantaneous relay.

Under the assumption of linear operation at the relay, the channel input-output relations are:
\[ Y_R[k] = \sum_{i=1}^{4} h_{iR}[k]X_i[k] + Z_R[k] \]
\[ Y_j[k] = \sum_{i=1, i\neq j}^{4} h_{ij}[k]X_i[k] + h^*_Rj[k]X_R[k] + Z_j[k] \]
\[ = \sum_{i=1, i\neq j}^{4} h_{ij}[k]X_i[k] + h^*_Rj[k]A(\sum_{i=1}^{4} \sum_{i=1}^{4} h_{iR}^kX_i^k + Z_R^k) + Z_j[k] \]
\[ = \sum_{i=1, i\neq j}^{4} ((h_{ij}[k] + h^*_Rj[k]A^*h_{iR}[k])X_i[k] + h^*_Rj[k]A'h_{iR}^kX_i^k + h^*_Rj[k]Ah_{jR}^kX_j^k + h^*_Rj[k]AZ_R^k + Z_j[k] \] (18)
\[ = \sum_{i=1, i\neq j}^{4} ((h_{ij}[k] + h^*_Rj[k]A^*h_{iR}[k])X_i[k] + h^*_Rj[k]A'h_{iR}^kX_i^k + h^*_Rj[k]AZ_R^k + Z_j[k] \] (19)
\[ \triangleq \sum_{i=1, i\neq j}^{4} (g_{ij}[k]X_i[k] + h^*_Rj[k]A'h_{iR}^kX_i^k) + h^*_Rj[k]AZ_R^k + Z_j[k] \] (20)
where \( A^* \) is the first 3 columns of \( A \), \( A' \) is all but the first 3 columns of \( A \). We drop the self-interference term \( h^*_Rj[k]Ah_{jR}^kX_j^k \) in (18) since \( M_j \) is provided to receiver \( j \), which can therefore construct \( X_j^k \) and subtract it. Now incorporate the instantaneous relay into the channel (second network transform), as shown in Fig. 3(c). Note that we used different colors for the channel
Fig. 3: Network transforms
links since the channel is different compared to that in Fig. 3(b). Since we have prohibited time extensions, we consider a one shot scheme, in which case $A = A^*$ is of size $3 \times 3$ and $A' = \emptyset$.

Thus (20) becomes (omit the noise terms and time index for simplicity, and recall that $g_{ij}$ is defined in (20))

$$Y_j = \sum_{i=1, i\neq j}^{4} g_{ij} X_i.$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

In a converse, each receiver can successfully decode the desired message with probability 1. Let receiver 1 and 2 cooperate (act as 1 receiver with 2 antennas) – which cannot reduce the sum DoF – and subtract the decoded messages from their received signals. Now we observe

$$\begin{bmatrix} Y_1 \\ Y_2 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} g_{31} & g_{41} \\ g_{32} & g_{42} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} X_3 \\ X_4 \end{bmatrix} \triangleq G_{(34)(12)} \begin{bmatrix} X_3 \\ X_4 \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

in Fig. 3(d). Inspired by and following the same techniques used in [45], we claim that by providing an additional $2 - \text{rank}(G_{(34)(12)})$ antennas (random linear combinations) to the cooperating receivers 1 and 2 (top circled receiver in Fig. 3(d)), they can decode $X_3$ and $X_4$. Thus we now have a MAC channel with four transmitters and one $(2 + 2 - \text{rank}(G_{(34)(12)}))$-antenna receiver\(^7\). The cut-set bound for this MAC channel yields

$$\text{DoF}_{\text{sum}} \leq 2 + 2 - \text{rank}(G_{(34)(12)}) = 4 - \text{rank}(G_{(34)(12)}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

Similarly letting receiver 3 and 4 cooperate yields

$$\text{DoF}_{\text{sum}} \leq 4 - \text{rank}(G_{(12)(34)}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

Taking the minimum of the two bounds yields:

$$\text{DoF}_{\text{sum}} \leq 4 - \max\{\text{rank}(G_{(34)(12)}), \text{rank}(G_{(12)(34)})\}.  \hspace{1cm} (25)$$

To lower bound the max term, we turn to the technique used in [46]. In [46], an outer bound for the DoF of the 2-user MIMO interference channel with an instantaneous, linear relay is studied. The converse in [46, Sec. IV] includes a step in which the sum of the rank of two cross link channel matrices is lower bounded. Note that

$$G_{(ab)(cd)} = \begin{bmatrix} h_{ac} & h_{bc} \\ h_{ad} & h_{bd} \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} h_{Rc} \\ h_{Rd} \end{bmatrix} A \begin{bmatrix} h_{aR} & h_{bR} \end{bmatrix}$$

\(^7\)There is some partial feedback in the MAC – the black lines – but this does not affect the DoF.
where \((ab)(cd) = (12)(34)\) or \((34)(12)\) and all \(h\)'s are generic channel coefficients drawn i.i.d. from a continuous distribution. This is in the same form as the channel coefficient matrices of the cross links of the 2-user MIMO interference channel with an instantaneous relay in [46], when the transmitter and receiver have 2 antennas and the relay has 3 antennas. Thus the technique for lower bounding the sum of the rank of two cross link channel matrices in [46] can be applied here to lower bound the max term as

\[
\max\{\text{rank}(G_{(34)(12)}), \text{rank}(G_{(12)(34)})\} \\
\geq \frac{(\text{rank}(G_{(34)(12)}) + \text{rank}(G_{(12)(34)}))/2}{2} \\
\geq \frac{2 \times \# \text{of rows in } G - \# \text{of rows in } A}{2} \\
= \frac{4 - 3}{2} = 1/2.
\]

where (26) follows the result in [46, Sec. IV.B.5]. This shows that the max term cannot be 0. Since the rank must be an integer, if no time extension is considered, the max term is lower bounded by 1. Applying it to (25) we have that the sum DoF is upper bounded by 3, which shows that our proposed one-shot achievability is optimal.

The above results demonstrates that by reducing the number of antennas at the instantaneous relay from 4 to 3, we have also reduced the achievable DoF from 4 to 3. One may ask how else we might be able to reduce the number of antennas without decreasing the DoF. One way is to trade cognition for antennas, as we remark on next.

Remark 5. If we consider a cognitive relay (cognitive in the sense of having a-priori knowledge of messages, as first introduced in [47]), which would have access to all 4 users’ signals prior to transmission, the number of antennas at the relay can be reduced to 2, while still being able to achieve the maximum 4 degrees of freedom for the (2-pair-user) full-duplex bi-directional interference networks. The achievability scheme is trivial: the cognitive relay broadcasts all 4 signals (desired for each user) and all users listen. By careful choice of the four \(2 \times 1\) beamforming vectors to cancel interference signals, and subtracting the self-interference signal, each receiver is able to obtain the desired signal. Therefore the maximal 4 DoF are achieved.

Remark 6. We can do even better: if the cognitive relay only knows 2 users’ signals, then we are still able to achieve the maximum 4 DoF with 2 antennas at the relay by a simple one-shot
scheme. For example, assume user 1 and 2’s signals are known at the relay prior to transmission (knowing any 2 of the 4 messages suffices). Now, each transmitter sends a message $s_{ij}$ and the relay receives 4 messages. Then the 2-antenna relay first subtracts transmitter 1 and 2’s messages and uses a zero-forcing decoder to decode the other two messages, and transmits

$$X_R = u_{12}s_{12} + u_{21}s_{21} + u_{34}s_{34} + u_{43}s_{43}.$$  

At receiver 1 (for example):

$$Y_1 = h_{21}s_{21} + h_{41}s_{43} + h_{31}s_{34}$$

$$+ h^*_R u_{21}s_{21} + h^*_R u_{43}s_{43} + h^*_R u_{12}s_{12} + h^*_R u_{34}s_{34}.$$  

To decode the desired message $s_{21}$, we subtract off the self-interference signal $s_{12}$; neutralize interference signals $s_{34}, s_{43}$ by designing the beamforming vectors such that $h_{31} + h^*_R u_{34} = 0, h_{41} + h^*_R u_{43} = 0$. A similar decoding procedure follows for the other receivers, where we note the $2 \times 1$ beamforming vectors can be always constructed by the 2-antenna relay. Therefore, each user is able to get 1 desired signal in 1 time slot and the maximal 4 DoF are achieved.

V. DOF OF FULL-DUPEX BI-DIRECTIONAL INTERFERENCE NETWORK WITH A CAUSAL MIMO RELAY

It is known that for one-way channels where nodes are either sources or destinations of messages but not both as in a two-way setting, the usage of feedback, causal relays (possibly with multiple antennas), and cooperation does not increase the DoF of the network [19]. In the previous section, we showed that a non-causal / instantaneous multi-antenna relay may increase the DoF of a $K$-pair user full-duplex bi-directional interference network to its maximal value of $2K$ (provided we have sufficient number of antennas). Here we show that, in sharp contrast, if the relay is actually causal, it does not increase the DoF of the $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network beyond that of a network without the relay present, which would have $K$ DoF ($K/2$ in each direction). Intuitively this is because a causal relay cannot mitigate the current interference signals. This result aligns with the one-way results in [19] in the sense that causal relays again do not help. However, we note that full-duplex operation does increase the DoF for the bi-directional interference networks in this paper, but does not for their one-way counterparts [19].
We thus consider the $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network with one causal MIMO relay which has $M$ antennas. The system model is the same as that in Section II-B, where we recall that the relay is now causal, and hence

$$X_R[k] = g_k(Y_R[1], Y_R[2], \cdots Y_R[k-1]),$$

where $X_R[k]$ is an $M \times 1$ vector signal transmitted by the relay at time $k$, $g_k()$ are deterministic functions for each $k = 1, 2, \cdots n$, and $Y_R[k]$ is the $M \times 1$ vector of signals received by the relay at time slot $k$. Let $P = P_R$ for simplicity (we simply need $P$ and $P_R$ to scale to infinity at the same rate). Our third main result is the following.

**Theorem 5.** The DoF of the $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network with a causal MIMO relay is $K$.

**Proof:** Achievability follows from the fact that the DoF of the $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network without a relay is $K$, as shown in Section III.

Now we prove the converse. While the result on DoF for networks with feedback, causal relays, cooperation and full-duplex operation of [19] do not apply here directly as we have nodes which are both sources and destinations of messages, our proof technique is based on the ideas seen in [19, Sec. IIIA and IIIB]. In particular, in [19, Sec. IIIA] a network transformation
is performed on the $S \times R \times D$ network ($S$ source nodes, $R$, relay nodes and $D$ destination nodes) rendering it a four node $X$ channel: all relays and all but one source node (which is kept separate) are grouped and permitted to fully cooperate, forming a multi-antenna source node, and all destination nodes but one (which is kept separate) are grouped and permitted to cooperate, forming a multi-antenna destination node. We do something similar but do not reduce our network to 4 nodes, but rather reduce it from $2K + 1$ nodes to $2K$ nodes as shown in Fig. 4 and then consider a MAC-type outer-bound on pairs of rates.

Since cooperation between nodes cannot reduce the DoF, we let the causal MIMO relay fully cooperate with one of the users, take user $2K - 1$ WLOG. In other words, we co-locate user $2K - 1$ and the relay or put infinite capacity links between these nodes. Then the capacity region of the original network is outer bounded by that of the following $2K$-node network in which all nodes but node $2K - 1$ have one antenna and one message, and desire one message, and in which node $2K - 1$ has $M + 1$ antennas, still only desires message $M_{2K,2K-1}$ and has message $M_{2K-1,2K}$ (but may decode other messages as it has multiple antennas).

As done in [19], we more rigorously define the transformed network next. Letting the tilde notation denote the inputs, outputs and channel gains of the new network, we have the correspondences (or equivalences $\equiv$ for inputs, since they may actually be different due to interaction based on different received signals)

$$
\tilde{X}_i \equiv X_i, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, 2K, \text{ except } 2K - 1, \quad \tilde{X}_{2K-1}^T \equiv [X_{2K-1}, X_{2K-1}^T],
$$

$$
\tilde{Z}_i \equiv Z_i, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, 2K, \text{ except } 2K - 1, \quad \tilde{Z}_{2K-1}^T \equiv [Z_{2K-1}, Z_{2K-1}^T],
$$

$$
\tilde{h}_{ij} = h_{ij}, \quad \text{ for appropriate } i, j \text{ and } i, j \neq 2K - 1
$$

$$
\tilde{h}_{i,2K-1}^T = [h_{i,2K-1}, h_{iR}^T], \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, 2K, \text{ except } 2K - 1,
$$

$$
\tilde{h}_{2K-1,j}^T = [h_{2K-1,j}, h_{Rj}^T], \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, 2K, \text{ except } 2K - 1,
$$

and the following input/output relationships at each channel use, for $j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, 2K\}$:

$$
\tilde{Y}_j[k] = \sum_{i=1,i\neq j,2K-1}^{2K} \tilde{h}_{ij}[k]\tilde{X}_i[k] + \tilde{h}_{2K-1,j}[k]\tilde{X}_{2K-1}[k] + \tilde{Z}_j[k],
$$

$$
\tilde{Y}_{2K-1}[k] = \sum_{i=1,i\neq 2K-1}^{2K} \tilde{h}_{i,2K-1}[k]\tilde{X}_i[k] + \tilde{Z}_{2K-1}[k]. \quad (27)
$$
We have the interactive encoding functions at each node

\[
\tilde{X}_i[k] = \tilde{f}_i(M_{ij}, \tilde{Y}_{i}^{k-1}), \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, 2K, \text{except} \ 2K - 1
\]  

\[
\tilde{X}_{2K-1}[k] = \tilde{f}_{2K-1}(M_{2K-1,2K}, \tilde{Y}_{2K-1}^{k-1})
\]  

(28)  

(29)

where (29) is where the causality of the relay is observed / incorporated.

Let \( M_A \) denote all messages except \( M_{12}, M_{34} \), and let \( \tilde{Y}_{(2,\ldots,2K)\setminus4} \) denote \( \tilde{Y}_2, \tilde{Y}_3, \tilde{Y}_5, \ldots, \tilde{Y}_2K \) i.e. all outputs except \( \tilde{Y}_1 \) and \( \tilde{Y}_4 \). Note \( \tilde{Y}_{(2,\ldots,2K)\setminus4} \) includes the outputs vector \( \tilde{Y}_{2K-1} \) at user \( 2K - 1 \).

Similarly, \( \tilde{X}_{(2,\ldots,2K)\setminus4} \) and \( \tilde{Z}_{(2,\ldots,2K)\setminus4} \) denote all inputs / noises except those at nodes 1 and 4.

We now bound the sum-rate in each direction, considering the sum of a pair of rates, we obtain the following MAC-type bound, similar to that in Theorem 1. While the type of side-information required is conceptually similar to that of the transformed network in [19] and many outer bounds for interference channels with and without feedback, once again, the structure is slightly different as we have a different transformed model, and as we permit adaptation at all nodes. Starting with Fano’s inequality, we will have

\[
n(R_{12} + R_{34} - \epsilon)
\]

\[
\leq I(M_{34}; \tilde{Y}_4^n | M_A) + I(M_{12}; \tilde{Y}_4^n, \tilde{Y}_{(2,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}^n | M_{34}, M_A)
\]

\[
= H(\tilde{Y}_4^n | M_A) - H(\tilde{Y}_4^n | M_{34}, M_A)
\]

\[
+ H(\tilde{Y}_4^n, \tilde{Y}_{(2,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}^n | M_{34}, M_A)
\]

\[
- H(\tilde{Y}_4^n, \tilde{Y}_{(2,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}^n | M_{34}, M_A, M_{12})
\]

\[
\leq H(\tilde{Y}_4^n | M_A) + H(\tilde{Y}_{(2,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}^n | \tilde{Y}_4^n, M_{34}, M_A)
\]

\[
- H(\tilde{Z}_4^n, \tilde{Z}_{(2,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}^n)
\]

\[
= H(\tilde{Y}_4^n | M_A) - H(\tilde{Z}_4^n) + H(\tilde{Y}_{(2,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}^n | M_{34}, M_A, \tilde{Y}_4^n)
\]

\[
- H(\tilde{Z}_{(2,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}^n)
\]

\[
\leq \sum_{k=1}^{n} [H(\tilde{Y}_4[k]) - H(\tilde{Z}_4[k]) + H(\tilde{Y}_{(2,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}[k] | \tilde{Y}_{(2,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}^{k-1} | M_{34}, M_A, \tilde{Y}_4^n, \tilde{X}_4^n, \tilde{X}_{(2,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}^{k})]
\]

\[
- H(\tilde{Z}_{(2,\ldots,2K)\setminus4}[k])]
\]
\[
\leq n(\log P + o(\log P)) \\
+ \sum_{k=1}^{n} [H(\tilde{h}_{12}[k]\tilde{X}_1[k] + \tilde{Z}_2[k], \tilde{h}_{13}[k]\tilde{X}_1[k] + \tilde{Z}_3[k], \ldots, \tilde{h}_{12K-1}[k]\tilde{X}_1[k] \\
+ \tilde{Z}_{2K-1}[k], \tilde{h}_{12K}[k]\tilde{X}_1[k] + \tilde{Z}_{2K}[k]|\tilde{h}_{14}\tilde{X}_1[k] + \tilde{Z}_4[k]) \\
- H(\tilde{Z}_{(2,\ldots,2K)}|k)]]
\]

\[
\leq n(\log P + o(\log P)) + \text{o}(\log P),
\]

where the last step follows as it may be shown that the Gaussian distribution maximizes conditional entropy, as done in [19, Equation (30), (31)], similar to [48, Lemma 1], and similar to (7), (8). Note also that the conditional entropy term involves a single-input, multiple output term, and hence is again bounded by \(\text{o}(\log P)\), due to the conditioning.

Similarly, in the opposite direction, let \(M_B\) denote all the messages except \(M_{21}, M_{43}\):

\[
n(R_{21} + R_{43} - \epsilon)
\]

\[
\leq I(M_{21}; \tilde{Y}_1^n|M_B) + I(M_{43}; \tilde{Y}_1^n, \tilde{Y}_1^n_{(2,\ldots,2K)}|M_{21}, M_B)
\]

\[
\leq H(\tilde{Y}_1^n|M_B) - H(\tilde{Y}_1^n|M_{21}, M_B)
\]

\[
+ H(\tilde{Y}_1^n, \tilde{Y}_1^n_{(2,\ldots,2K)}|M_{21}, M_B)
\]

\[
- H(\tilde{Y}_1^n, \tilde{Z}_1^n_{(2,\ldots,2K)}|M_{21}, M_B, M_{43})
\]

\[
= H(\tilde{Y}_1^n|M_B) - H(\tilde{Z}_1^n) + H(\tilde{Y}_1^n_{(2,\ldots,2K)}|M_{21}, M_B, \tilde{Y}_1^n)
\]

\[
- H(\tilde{Z}_1^n_{(2,\ldots,2K)})
\]

\[
\leq \sum_{k=1}^{n} [H(\tilde{Y}_1[k]) - H(\tilde{Z}_1[k]) \\
+ H(\tilde{Y}_{(2,\ldots,2K)}|k)|\tilde{Y}_{(2,\ldots,2K)}-1|_{(2,\ldots,2K)}|M_{21}, M_B, \tilde{Y}_1^n, \tilde{X}_1^n, \tilde{X}_{(2,\ldots,2K)}|k)]
\]

\[
- H(\tilde{Z}_{(2,\ldots,2K)}|k])]
\]

\[
\leq n(\log P + o(\log P))
\]

\[
+ \sum_{k=1}^{n} [H(\tilde{h}_{42}[k]\tilde{X}_4[k] + \tilde{Z}_2[k], \tilde{h}_{43}[k]\tilde{X}_4[k] + \tilde{Z}_3[k], \tilde{h}_{45}[k]\tilde{X}_4[k] + \tilde{Z}_5[k], \ldots \\
\tilde{h}_{12K-1}[k]\tilde{X}_4[k] + \tilde{Z}_{2K-1}[k], \tilde{h}_{14}[k]\tilde{X}_4[k] + \tilde{Z}_{2K}[k]|\tilde{h}_{41}\tilde{X}_4[k] + \tilde{Z}_1[k])
\]

\[
- H(\tilde{Z}_{(2,\ldots,2K)}|k])]
\]

\[
\leq n(\log P + o(\log P)) + \text{o}(\log P),
\]
Then,
\[ d_{12} + d_{34} + d_{21} + d_{43} \leq \limsup_{P \to \infty} \frac{R_{12} + R_{34} + R_{21} + R_{43}}{\log(P)} \]
\[ \leq 1 + 0 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 0 = 2, \]

Summing over all rate pairs (see Remark 7) leads to the theorem, showing that the causal MIMO relay cannot increase the DoF.

**Remark 7.** We are able to sum over all rate pairs because the asymmetry of the transformed network (multiple antennas at user 2K − 1 only) does not affect the DoF. Intuitively this is because for a SIMO or MISO point-to-point channel, the DoF is still 1. More rigorously, consider the sum rate pair \( R_{12} + R_{2K−1,2K} \) and using similar notation (now \( M_A \) denotes all messages except \( M_{12}, M_{2K−1,2K} \)), and following the same steps as in bounding \( R_{12} + R_{34} \), we notice that the bounds do not depend on the asymmetry and again lead to 1 DoF per pair:

\[
n(R_{12} + R_{2K−1,2K} - \epsilon) \\
\leq I(M_{2K−1,2K}; \tilde{Y}_{2K}^n | M_A) + I(M_{12}; \tilde{Y}_{2K}^n, \tilde{Y}_{(2,...,2K−1)}^n | M_{2K−1,2K}, M_A) \\
\leq \ldots \\
\leq \sum_{k=1}^{n} [H(\tilde{Y}_{2K}[k]) - H(\tilde{Z}_{2K}[k]) \\
+ \sum_{k=1}^{n} [H(\tilde{h}_{12}[k]|\tilde{X}_1[k] + \tilde{Z}_2[k], \tilde{h}_{13}[k]|\tilde{X}_1[k] + \tilde{Z}_3[k], \tilde{h}_{14}[k]|\tilde{X}_1[k] + \tilde{Z}_4[k],..., \\
\tilde{h}_{1,2K−1}[k]|\tilde{X}_1[k] + \tilde{Z}_{2K−1}[k]|\tilde{h}_{1,2K}|\tilde{X}_1[k] + \tilde{Z}_{2K}[k]) \\
- H(\tilde{Z}_{(2,...,2K−1)}[k])] \\
\leq n(\log P + o(\log P)) + no(\log P),
\]

Thus we will have \( d_{12} + d_{2K−1,2K} \leq 1. \) Similar arguments follow for the opposite direction.

Note that we can reduce the number of antennas at the causal relay by one while still achieving \( K \) DoF in two time slots: in slot 1 all users transmit their message and the (2K − 1)-antenna relay decodes \( K \) linear combinations of 2 messages, i.e., \( s_{12} \) and \( s_{21}, s_{34} \) and \( s_{43},..., s_{2K−1,2K} \) and

---

We leave out several steps and replace it with \( \cdots \) to avoid repetition, as these follow identically.
s_{2K,2K−1} (note to do this at least 2K − 1 antennas are required). In slot 2, the relay broadcasts the weighted sum of the decoded signals. By carefully choosing the (2K − 1)-dimensional beamforming vectors, 2K − 2 interference signals may be eliminated at each receiver and it is able to decode the linear combination of its desired signal and the SI signal. By subtracting off the SI, each user may decode 1 desired signal in 2 time slots, i.e. in total K DoF are achieved. Again note that this scheme does not require infinite time or frequency symbol extensions and thus can reduce the complexity of the transceivers.

**Remark 8.** We finally remark on the relationship between this work and some on multi-way relay channels. The general results of [28] on the DoF of MIMO multi-way relay channels is able to capture our scenario partially: in particular, while the model in [28] may capture K pairs of users wishing to exchange messages with the help of a MIMO relay, as in our case, it does not consider direct links between all users in the channel – i.e. all users are connected through the relay only. Applying [28, Theorem 4] to our scenario, we may conclude that if there are no direct links between users, then

$$\text{DoF} = 2K \text{ if the number of antennas at relay is at least } 2K,$$

which is the same as our result for instantaneous relays, except that we have direct links between all users as well, and they have causal relays instead of instantaneous ones. The same result was shown in [25], i.e. that 2K DoF may be achieved with by a causal, half-duplex relay with at least 2K antennas when there are no direct links between the users. Thus, in addition to prior conclusions concerning instantaneous versus causal relays, we are also able to conclude that the presence of the direct links actually reduces the DoF compared to when there are no direct links, for causal relays.

**VI. CONCLUSION**

We proposed and studied bi-directional interference networks with and without a MIMO relay where all nodes are connected and operate in full duplex. We demonstrated that the degrees of freedom of the K-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network without a relay is K. This indicates that full-duplex operation doubles the DoF over the setting with time-sharing half-duplex nodes, but that interaction, or adapting transmission based on previously received signals at the users, cannot further increase the DoF beyond what full-duplex allows, i.e. the DoF is just
that of two one-way, non-interactive ICs. We next showed that if we introduce a $2K$ antenna, full-duplex and non-causal relay, that the DoF may again be doubled over the full-duplex, relay-free counterpart (or quadrupled over the time-sharing half-duplex counterpart). We demonstrated a one-shot scheme to achieve the maximal $2K$ DoF. In sharp contrast, if the relay is causal rather than non-causal, we derived a new converse showing that the DoF cannot be increased beyond $K$ for a $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference network. We commented on how one may decrease the number of antennas at the relay node, at the expense of either a reduced achievable DoF or cognition at the relay. Another possible avenue to investigate whether one can reduce the number of antennas needed at the relay may be to use lattice coding and network coding. However, a converse for the $K$-pair user full-duplex bi-directional interference networks with an instantaneous relay with fewer than $2K$ antennas is open. Overall, this work has shown that in $K$-pair-user full-duplex bi-directional interference networks, full-duplex operation at least doubles the achievable DoF (over time-sharing half-duplex systems), interaction does not help (unless some channel gains are zero), and a full-duplex relay may further increase the DoF (quadrupling the DoF over a half-duplex system) if it is instantaneous and has a sufficient number of antennas.
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